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Islamized Belgium: Muslim Students Shouting ‘Allahu Akbar’ Attack School
‘LGBTQIA+ Event’ (Video)

Description

BELGIUM: The Muslim student’s treatment of the LGBT community is learned from their Islamic faith
and Prophet’s example.

On Thursday, the “LGBTQIA+” community in Belgium suffered a violent attack by teenage Muslim
students from The Atlas College in Genk. The Islamic attack occurred at an International Day Against
Homophobia and Transphobia (IDAHOT) event held at the school.

City employees and volunteers from the LGBTQIA+ organization OGWA (Genks Wel Anders) were
present when over 100 young Muslim students swarmed the table, hurling bottles and spitting on the
rainbow hearts on display. They jeered and chanted the Islamic battle cry ‘Allahu Akbar,’ drowning out
the pleas of the city employees and volunteers.” Teachers tried to intervene and support the victims.
The situation eventually calmed down when the bell rang, and most students returned to class.

The city of Genk and the school condemned the behavior of the Muslim students and are taking action.
Mayor Wim Dries (CD&V) filed a complaint with the police: “We will not stop here,” he says. “The
aggression against our employees and the OGWA volunteer is absolutely unacceptable. You should
not agree with each other, but at least there should always be respect.”

The Atlas College’s management has expressed their disapproval of the recent behavior, with general
director Christel Schepers stating, “We are completely shocked by what happened yesterday – it is
entirely unacceptable. The student’s actions contradict the welcoming atmosphere that our school
strives to uphold. As a result, we are taking action by engaging in a dialogue with the students in the
upcoming weeks and working with the city to address the situation.”

Islamization of Belgium

This is not an isolated incident in Belgium, a country that has changed dramatically over the past
decade. Without any public debate, it has become a massive Muslim migration state due to the left-
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wing government’s open borders migration policies and the European Union’s policies in Brussels,
Belgium’s capital. The catastrophic effects of these policies on the country’s safety and demographics
are glaringly evident.

One-third of Belgium’s population is of foreign origin, with the largest number of those being of
Moroccan descent. Ninety-nine percent of Morocco’s population are Muslims. In Brussels, native or
indigenous Belgians are already in the minority, with nearly 80% of the population being of foreign
origin.

According to Statbel, the country’s statistical office, in 2020, the most popular names for male babies in
over a dozen municipalities throughout Brussels are Islamic, specifically Mohamed, Mohammed, and
Ahmed (another form of Mohammad).

Belgium has become an Islamic terrorist breeding ground, with the highest per-capita rate of foreign
fighters of any Western European country. The country has even been described as “Europe’s terror
hotbed” by left-wing media.

Islam’s Hatred of Gays

The process of Islamization currently taking place in Belgium has led to an increase in radicalization,
particularly in mosques where violent jihad is preached. According to a confidential intelligence report 
leaked in May 2018, some of these mosques, including the Saudi-financed Great Mosque in Brussels,
have been training imams to promote armed jihad, Jew-hatred, and the persecution of the LGBT
community. Shockingly, the report notes that the texts used by these imams call for gays to be stoned
to death or thrown off buildings. These texts also describe Jews as “corrupt, evil, and treacherous
people.” The writings call for “war” on all people who do not follow Sunni Islam. One teaching manual
even states, “the most important principle of jihad is to fight unbelievers and aggressors…Armed jihad
becomes an individual duty for every Muslim.”

The Muslim student’s treatment of the LGBT community is learned from their Islamic faith and
Prophet’s example. Islamic scripture and law teach that homosexuality is a vile form of fornication,
punishable by death. A hadith depicts Muhammad specifying the punishment for homosexual activity:
“Whoever you find doing the action of the people of Loot, execute the one who does it and the one to
whom it is done.”

In multiple predominantly Muslim countries where migrants are from, homosexuality can be punished
with death, and it is forbidden to practice or publicly defend homosexuality in most predominantly
Muslim countries.

Despite Islam’s threat to the LGBTQIA+ community, many gay rights advocates, left-wing politicians,
and the media remain silent about Islamic homophobia. Refusing to acknowledge the threat that
Islamic migration brings to Belgium allows chaos to spread, putting vulnerable communities and all non-
Muslims at risk.

Rather than condemning Islam’s dangerous hostility towards the LGBT community, many Western
governments and left-wing media outlets choose to downplay or ignore incidents like the recent attack
on LGBTQIA+ individuals in Belgium by Muslim students. They insist that such incidents are isolated
and do not represent the “true” nature of Islam, which they have sanitized and reconstructed for
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Western consumption. However, by failing to address the very real and systemic problem of Islamic
homophobia, they are putting vulnerable communities and non-Muslims at risk. The cost of covering for
Islam is too high.

by Amy Mek
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